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Abstract
Despite admonitions to address attrition in experiments – missingness on Y – alongside
best practices designed to encourage transparency, most political science researchers all but
ignore it. A quantitative literature search of this journal – where we would expect to find
the most conscientious reporting of attrition – shows low rates of discussion of the issue.
We suspect that there is confusion on the link between when attrition occurs and the type
of validity it threatens when present, and limited connection to and guidance on which
estimands are threatened by different attrition patterns. This is all exacerbated by limited
tools to identify, investigate, and report patterns attrition. We offer the R package –
attritevis – to visualize attrition over time, by intervention, and include a step-by-step guide
to identifying and addressing attrition that balances post hoc analytical tools with guidance
for revising designs to ameliorate problematic attrition.
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The use of experimental methods combined with online samples, already popular in
political science, has accelerated in recent years. Yet, even while a cottage industry
has developed around subjecting our methods to empirical scrutiny (Brutger et al.
2022; Coppock 2019; Dafoe, Zhang, and Caughey 2018; Jerit, Barabas, and Clifford
2013; Kertzer 2020; Mullinix et al. 2015; Mummolo and Peterson 2019), the issue of
attrition – missingness on the outcome – has been mostly ignored by practitioners
(Gerber et al. 2014; Zhou and Fishbach 2016). Psychology has already faced a
reckoning regarding attrition (Zhou and Fishbach 2016, 495), and our reading of the
state of the field in experimental political science is that we do not fare much better.
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This is true for attrition as “missingness on the outcome,” and even more so for an
expansive definition that we use here which includes pretreatment respondent
drop-off.

While standards of best practices have been set (Gerber et al. 2014, 97), habits are
hard to change: attrition is rarely inspected or discussed, despite the known issues
caused if the missingness correlates with potential outcomes of those who drop out
of the study (Druckman et al. 2011, 19). Helpful advances have been made (e.g.,
Coppock et al. 2017), but they focus almost exclusively on ex-post solutions such as
double sampling or extreme value bounds, which, though valuable, do not help with
the issue of easily identifying attrition that results in threats to inference or
preventing it from occurring in the first place in the design stage.

Combining the dictum of Fisher to “analyze as you randomize” with the advice of
Coppock (2021) to “visualize as you randomize,” our contribution is to offer
experimentalists a way to do both. Specifically, we provide a “holistic approach” to
addressing attrition, beginning with a quantitative literature search to illuminate the
scope of the problem. Our search of all articles published in Journal of Experimental
Political Science yields discouraging results: in the journal where we would most
expect to see systematic and transparent discussions of attrition, 60% of the
empirical articles published contained no mention at all.

Our contribution centers on an R package – attritevis – that provides diagnostic
visualizations and corresponding tests for investigating and addressing attrition.
A central output is an “attrition over time” plot that provides a question-by-
question, over-time snapshot of an experiment along an axis with the corresponding
amount of attrition at each of these moments, across treatment conditions. This is
paired with a respondent-level visualization by treatment condition for detailed
inspection of patterns of attrition. The package and the guidance in this article are
designed around three central questions researchers ought to ask: (1) is there
attrition (if so, where)? (2) what kinds of threats to inference are there? If there are
threats, (3) what adjustments can be made to account for them, or to preempt them
in future studies? Our goal is to provide guidelines and descriptive statistics to help
researchers pinpoint the nature and scope of attrition to alter experimental designs
and minimize or preempt problems in future studies. In service of that goal, we
connect patterns of nonresponse in experiments to more general concerns about
internal and external validity, while still focusing on what estimands remain
recoverable even when there is heavy attrition.

The scope of the problem
Several patterns are evident from a brief review of the literature. First, attrition can
(in theory) pose problems for inference and extant work suggests that (in practice) our
fears may be justified, even when considering only reported attrition (presumably
lower than actual attrition, Musch and Reips 2000; Zhou and Fishbach 2016). Second,
despite the importance of detecting attrition, it appears as though “ignorance is bliss”
for most researchers: in a systematic quantitative literature search within political
science, Gerber et al. (2014, 88) find that 58% of sampled experimental articles did not
report subject size in each treatment group for which there is missing outcome data
(see also Mutz and Pemantle 2015, 13 and Zhou and Fishbach 2016, 495). Finally, the
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options typically suggested to address attrition are inadequate on their own since they
typically focus solely on ex-post solutions.

To set the stage and update previous reviews of the problem, we coded every
experimental article published in Journal of Experimental Political Science from its
inception in 2014 (Volume 1) to 2021 (Volume 8). The resulting population
consisted of 131 articles (our unit of analysis).1 As the flagship journal for
experimental studies of politics (which has published reporting standards
recommending best practices for discussing attrition, Gerber et al. 2014), JEPS is
the most likely place to see evidence of scholars taking the problem seriously.2

Results of our quantitative literature search – presented graphically in Figure 1
with each square representing a single article – suggest there is considerable room
for improvement (and we suspect the patterns we observe would be significantly
worse in other journals). First, we find that the modal experimental paper – 60% (78
papers, in gray) – published in JEPS contains no mention of attrition (this worsens
when setting aside the 8% of the papers studying attrition directly). Second, of the
40% that do mention attrition, nearly half – 17% of the total – note no attrition in
their studies, suggesting the possibility of an adverse selection problem whereby
attrition is only mentioned if there is no evidence of it being a problem. Finally, for
papers transparent about attrition occurring (33 papers, or 25% of the total), only
three clearly analyze and account for attrition.3

Of course, respondent “cost to attrite” varies across study type: these costs are
high in lab experiments, for example, which typically feature zero attrition (some
types of field experiments may pose similar costs). To further analyze the data, we
distinguished between survey and non-survey (e.g., field or lab) experiments and
find that of the 78 papers to not mention attrition and 58 were survey experiments
(and only 14

78 were lab and 6
78 were field experiments). Though well-known

approaches exist to address the issue, our argument is that attrition is considered
less often than it ought to be – even where professional and cultural incentives are
strong – and that one significant stumbling block for scholars is a clear, easy way to
determine if and when attrition is occurring in their studies.

Current approaches to addressing attrition
Current solutions cluster around two approaches: reducing attrition in the design
stage and addressing it post hoc (i.e., analytically). The first camp asks the practical
question of what might reduce attrition, testing and evaluating specific ideas such as
using different survey modes (Morrison et al. 1997), or appealing to respondents’
conscience (Zhou and Fishbach 2016). Another popular approach utilizes monetary
incentives (Göritz 2014), with some research (Castiglioni, Pforr, and Krieger 2008)
suggesting the utility of conditional incentives. Other work has focused on question
length and relevance (McCambridge et al. 2011) as well as adding “warm-up” tasks.
Warm-up tasks are intended to increase respondents’ “sunk costs” (Horton, Rand,

1Many articles contained multiple studies, so using article – not study – in practice translates to relative
leniency in our coding: if any studies in a paper discussed attrition, that counts.

2In fact, current practices at JEPS ask authors to be explicit about attrition.
3Callen et al. (2016), Boas (2016), Boas (2016) and Green and Zelizer (2017) are notable examples that

explicitly discuss, quantify and adjust for attrition.
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and Zeckhauser 2011), and Reips (2000) finds some evidence that they work in
online survey contexts.

While the bulk of the research on reducing attrition comes from panel/
longitudinal settings (Lynn 2018), it still points to some generalizable lessons – e.g.,
the utility of incentives and the importance of debriefing questions. However, the
fatal flaw in focusing solely on preempting attrition by design is that one never
knows how successful the effort has been in the particular context in which it was
used. That is, utilizing design choices – whether cash payments or subtle “nudges” –
to minimize attrition does not obviate the necessity of having a way to understand
when and why attrition is occurring. After all, using incentives to lower attrition
from some counterfactual baseline does not solve one’s inferential problems if it still
occurs and is causally related to treatments.

Other approaches address attrition ex-post, such as through the use of extreme
value bounds (“Manski Bounds,” see Manski 1995, 2009 and Coppock 2021, 333) or
inverse probability weighting (“IPW,” Wooldridge 2007), sometimes visualized to
highlight the difference between observed data and imputed best/worst-case
scenarios (as in Coppock 2021, 333). These bounds assume that all attriters exposed
to treatment would have had the highest possible outcome level while all attriters in
control would have had the lowest values on the outcome (a related approach
requires a stronger assumption that treatment only affects attrition in one direction,
Lee 2009). Another approach involves double sampling (or “refreshment samples”
in panel studies, Deng et al. 2013) and is designed to address attrition through
randomized followups among attrited respondents. Recently, some advances
suggest combining multiple approaches (Coppock et al. 2017; Gomila and Clark
2020), allowing researchers to partially identify the ATE of an experiment even
when assumptions about missingness in follow-up contact attempts are relaxed.4

Figure 1. Experimental papers in full JEPS corpus and their discussion of attrition.

4Early approaches to double-sampling relied on an assumption of “no missingness among follow-up
subjects” to point-identify the ATE. See Hansen and Hurwitz (1946), Kaufman and King (1973) and
discussion in Coppock et al. (2017, 189).
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In sum, attrition represents a significant threat to inference and current approaches
to addressing it are either ex-post – requiring strong assumptions in order to estimate
treatment effects – or involve implementing design choices that rely on confusing
conventional wisdom about what “works.” Moreover, Gomila and Clark (2020, 1)
highlight a more fundamental problem by noting that one set of solutions (IPW) is
suggested for “mild” attrition while another (double-sampling) is suggested for “severe”
cases. Our question is: how are experimentalists to know the difference?

Our argument is that whether one wishes to preempt attrition through design
choices or address it in the analysis stage, researchers would benefit from a way to
understand when and why attrition is occurring in the first place. Our proposed set
of solutions, detailed below, aid in the design stage by allowing researchers to
pinpoint and design around problematic questions and treatments – heading off
attrition in studies before they are fielded – and in the analysis stage by providing an
understandable method for understanding when attrition is occurring and when it
poses threats to inference.

Diagnosing attrition in your experiment
The typical approach to identifying or addressing attrition in an experiment focuses on
its levels. Researchers ask if attrition occurred, or in rarer cases, how much attrition is
present, calculating the number of respondents who finished the study as a proportion
of the total. We argue that a more informative way to think about attrition in
experiments focuses attention on when it occurs and what implications it has for the
recovery of causal estimands we are interested in and the assumptions upon which they
rest. The following sections outline a series of practical questions and steps researchers
can take – facilitated by attritevis – to address attrition, broadly summarized in Figure 2.

Overview

Our temporal approach enables researchers to visualize the attrition that occurs
throughout their study by treatment arm. The first step is to load one’s data,
ensuring that columns in the dataframe are ordered by occurrence, and to specify
key moments in the study (e.g., treatment and DV, mediators).5 Following that,
researchers can use plot_attrition to to create the “Attrition timeline” plot, which
highlights variation, by intervention arm, in the over-time levels of attrition as well
as its relationship to critical moments in the study.

The x-axis in the timeline plot represents all items in the experiment in the order
in which they occurred while the y-axis indicates either attrited count (how many
respondents attrite at each question) or proportion attrited6. The first outcome is
helpful for detecting whether large (absolute) numbers of respondents drop out of

5Some survey vendors will allow researchers to use their own Qualtrics instrumentation, in which case all
the advice below applies. For others, e.g., YouGov, researchers typically receive only “completes.” In these
cases, we recommend researchers negotiate ex ante with the company to provide at least basic information
regarding subjects who started – but did not complete – studies. In a perfect world, researchers would receive
the complete dataset including attritors, but any information provided would go a long ways towards
addressing the inferential questions we discuss below.

6Both are options in plot_attrition, as is missingness by question.
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the survey at certain moments in time, while the second takes into account the
baseline number of respondents who still remain at that point in time.

Is there attrition?

Once plotted, the graphic is “know-it-when-you-see-it:” any amount of attrition (in
any of the experimental arms) is clearly visible. Consider four different phases of a
relatively straightforward (but popular) family of experimental designs: pretreat-
ment, treatment (including the immediate aftermath of the treatment), outcome
measurement, and post-outcome. Our package adds a vertical line demarcating the
moment of delivery of treatment to highlight pretreatment and posttreatment
periods. Figure 3 presents toy examples of experiments that experience varying
levels of attrition at different stages. For example, Figure 3(a) suffers from mild
attrition, with very low-level attrition distributed more or less equally across the

Figure 2. Organizing schematic for assessing and handling attrition in an experimental study. Functions
from attritevis that can be utilized at each query stage are in pink.
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experiment and across arms – there does not appear to be any particular “choke
point” in the design that is generating attrition.

More broadly, how do researchers know if they have attrition worth investigating
further? Put simply: for any study with either zero attrition or negligible levels, it should
be sufficient to include the Attrition Timeline plot or a standard table – using
table_attrition – that attritevis outputs. This is not as unlikely as it seems, as attrition is
an uncommon occurrence in some experimental contexts (e.g., some lab studies). Our
hope is that the easy-to-use R package makes it more likely for researchers to report this
quantity even when attrition does not represent a threat to inference. Moreover, the
“over-time” dimension of both plot and table represent improvements over the current
standard in which only total attrition is reported (an improvement that becomes even
more meaningful when there is a threat to inference, as discussed below).

Threats to inference and solutions
Experiments are – in an extreme but common stereotype – presumed to deliver
clean estimates of causal effects but fall short in allowing scholars to derive lessons
applicable “outside the lab.” Indeed, the stated rationale for turning to experiments

Figure 3. Attrition timeline visualizations: Four toy examples of attrition are presented: (a) low levels of
attrition throughout the survey, with little variation across experimental arms; (b) pretreatment attrition,
with little variation across arms; (c) attrition right after treatment, with differential attrition across arms;
and (d) prolonged posttreatment attrition, with limited variation across arms. We assume treatment in all
toy examples is assigned when respondents enter the study and delivered at Q5 (marked with a dark
vertical line). The plot_attrition function in attritevis also allows plotting of attrition for all respondents
(across all possible treatment groups in the study). This allows users to consider attrition pretreatment,
when treatment assignment occurs mid-study. The function further permits users to plot questions by
number of responses, rather than attrition, and defaults to gray scale. Users may plot by as many
experimental arms as they would like and may specify plot colors.
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in the first place is often a concern for internal validity (McDermott 2002, 38).
A similar presumed dichotomy is at work in considering the effects of attrition in
experiments. Pretreatment missingness implicates the external validity of a study
while posttreatment attrition threatens its internal validity: the former because
attrition that occurs exclusively pretreatment does not impinge on our ability to
randomly assign respondents to treatment arms and achieve probabilistic
equivalence, the latter because of the concern that exiting the study is correlated
with respondents’ potential outcomes. While this is not a misleading heuristic, it is
only a start in thinking through how to address attrition in experiments.

We argue that a complementary lens through which to consider attrition is to
focus on patterns of nonresponse and the estimands we can recover – and
assumptions we can still plausibly make – in the face of different patterns of
attrition. In a simple example, we think it is more helpful to consider what
estimands are plausible following pretreatment attrition – the ATE among those
that remain, “always reporters” in the typology below – rather than playing down
the consequences by simply giving ground on the “generalizability” of the study.7

To focus attention on estimands and assumptions – and drawing on the
framework in Gerber and Green 2012, chapter 7 – we refer to four (latent) types of
respondents, defined with respect to specific post-treatment outcomes (some
observed, others not). Let R be an indicator for whether respondents respond for the
outcome (and therefore do not attrite on the Y) and values in parentheses denote
treatment status (treatment (1) or control (0) arms in a simplified two-arm setting):

(a) Never-reporters: R 1� � � 0;R 0� � � 0 or individuals who, regardless of
treatment status, always attrite on the outcome;

(b) If-treated reporters: R 1� � � 1;R 0� � � 0 or individuals who only report
answers to the outcome if given treatment, but otherwise attrite;

(c) If-untreated reporters: R 1� � � 0;R 0� � � 1 or respondents who report
answers to the outcome if given control, but attrite under the treatment
regime. These folks are sometimes ruled out by monotonicity assumptions,
Ri 1� �Ri 0� �;

(d) Always-reporters: R 1� � � 1;R 0� � � 1 or individuals who always report on
the outcome regardless of treatment status;

Critically, the shares of each type listed above influence the estimands we can
recover and the assumptions we must make to do so. The problem that confronts
applied researchers is that, because of the fundamental problem of causal inference,
we cannot necessarily know whether individuals are one type or another. Below, we
provide an overview of how to diagnose and address (as well as preempt when
possible) different patterns of nonresponse, focusing on whether the attrition is pre-
or posttreatment. A visual check of the experiment’s timeline of attrition can help

7Note that this would also correct what we see as a common mistake, which is to equate external validity
with generalizing to different pools of respondents rather than any respondents other than those that remain
in the study (even those in the same “pool”). E.g., Scholars fielding MTurk studies with significant pre-
treatment attrition are not just limited from generalizing to nationally representative samples, but also to the
broader MTurk population as well.
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diagnose whether a study suffers from one or both types of attrition. Figure 3(b), for
instance, suggests attrition is occurring primarily pretreatment, while (c) and (d)
both present as posttreatment attrition cases and (c) displays evidence of
imbalanced attrition across arms.

Pre-treatment attrition

Attrition that occurs exclusively pre-treatment can be addressed in several ways
depending on the availability of resources and the timeline of the research process. The
first step is to diagnose who attrited pre-treatment, paying close attention to whether
there was nonrandom selection out of the study. Respondents who drop out here can be
seen as “never-responders” and, while recovering the true ATE among those remaining
is still possible, scholars typically want to know if remainers are a substantial majority of
the starting sample (which can be done via visualizations like plot_attrition to find the
proportion attrited) and still reflective of the larger sample population. For the latter
inquiry, we can verify how similar remainers look to the sample population: if they look
similar on a host of measured demographics, we can more persuasively argue that the
ATE recovered extends to the sample population.

Researchers can use statistical tests of differences such as t-tests against a null of
the population value (an option in balance_cov function).8 Note that this does not
reveal which stage of selection – into the study in the first place or attriting out of the
study – is responsible for any differences, but it does provide helpful information
about the extent to which inferences might generalize outside of the sample (and are
useful to the extent that researchers wish to makes those inferences). Researchers
can also rely on a host of weighting options, including post-stratification, IPW or
raking (see Mercer, Lau, and Kennedy 2018 for a summary), with their choices
depending on contextual constraints such as available population information and
the within-correlation of characteristics respondents are weighted on (see Franco
et al. 2017 for a careful take on reweighting in experiments).

For researchers who can field extra studies, or are analyzing pilot data, the full
value of the temporal approach becomes apparent. Pinpointing specific moments
where attrition is occurring allows researchers to revise their instruments as
necessary to reduce troublesome attrition. Common causes might include overly-
long instruments – researchers can shorten the instrument, prepare respondents
better or increase compensation – or questions that are aversive, either to most or to
a particular subgroup.9

Post-treatment attrition

Attrition that occurs at or post-treatment is, for experimentalists, potentially more
worrisome as it threatens the core assumption that underlies their causal inferences:

8A similar exercise, depending on available information on drop-outs, can be conducted to compare
remainers and drop-outs.

9Our purpose is to attend to loss of respondents that is unintentional and/or based on choices of the
respondents. In some cases, researchers might utilize sampling quotas or attention filters that effectively screen
out respondents; these are scenarios where the researcher has chosen to focus on specific types of respondents
and – as a result – selectively removes or keeps observations based on whatever criteria they’ve decided upon.
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specifically that treatment assignment is independent of potential outcomes. If that
assumption is not satisfied – if, for example, in a study about the effect of sadness on
political beliefs there is high attrition in only one treatment arm because it asks
respondents to imagine a negative event that is aversive – then treatment status
could be correlated with potential outcomes, threatening internal validity in a
general sense and more specifically our ability to recover the estimands that we
desire (e.g., ATEsample population�. Put differently, the concern is that the potential
outcomes of attriting respondents might be different from those of the “remainers.” In
these situations, the difference-in-means estimator no longer recovers an unbiased
estimate for the ATE (and does not give us the ATE for any meaningful subgroup; see
Gerber and Green 2012, 219). If treatment is correlated with potential outcomes, there
are a number of steps we can take (detailed below) to either account for the attrition,
reduce attrition in the future, bound our estimates, or revise our interpretations.

The first priority is diagnostic and begins with assessing the extent of the damage
through visual examination of attrition in the study using our timeline visualization
(plot_attrition). In Figure 3(c), there appears to be differential attrition (across
treatment arms) around treatment-delivery at Q5. If attrition appears around
treatment, the next step is examining whether treatment is correlated with attrition
using both the visualization timeline and t-tests of differences at multiple points in
the study (using the balance_attrite function, paired with p_adjust to account for
multiple tests).

Here, a distinction can be made between the content of the treatment and its
delivery. If treatment status is correlated with attrition, one possibility is that
something about the delivery of the treatment has caused attrition. For a certain
class of experiments – e.g., GOTV studies comparing modes of communication,
Gerber and Green 2000 – it is possible that something has gone awry with the
delivery (e.g., postage was applied carelessly on some mailers) that does not
implicate potential outcomes, leaving the MCAR (missing completely at random)
assumption intact. In example (c) we might explore the missingness around the
treatment in more detail, visualizing it at the respondent level faceted by treatment
arm (Figure 4). Emphasis in this plot is placed on individual (rows, ordered here by
respondent ID, assigned at study start) missingness throughout the experiment
(columns) and across intervention arms (number of faceted plots). Treatment
delivery is represented by the red vertical line (Q5), and within-question and
intervention-arm percent missing are calculated. Figure 4 shows that the Treatment
group in example (c) suffers from 20.3% missing, while the Control group features
nearly half (10.2%) that amount of attrition. On closer inspection, our visualization
focuses attentions on problem spots, such as in respondents numbering 50-125, the
block of whom all attrite in the treatment, which may point to ad hoc glitches in the
delivery of the intervention that occurred during that time.

For most experiments in which attrition occurs at or following treatment, we
must assume that our assumption ofMCAR is in jeopardy and proceed accordingly.10 If
missingness is correlated with potential outcomes, core assumptions (MCAR) and

10High attrition that is convincingly unrelated to potential outcomes is possible, but rare in our
experience. This may occur, for instance, if during a lab experiment a bomb threat or smoke alarm occurs
that requires quick evacuation of many study participants (experienced in Woon 2014).
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estimands ATEsample population

� �
are at risk. There are a number of steps that might

follow, depending on where you are in the research process, level of resources, and what
information you have collected. Below, we discuss those steps in rough order of
preferability.

If research is still in progress, attrition has occurred in a pilot or re-fielding is
possible, we suggest researchers utilize debriefing information and focus groups to
understand why the attrition is occurring and, if possible, reduce it in the future.
Eliciting this kind of information can help with revising treatments to be less
aversive, ascertaining whether there are glitches or technical issues in the delivery of
the treatment and even figuring out what covariates one might collect to statistically
control for the propensity to attrite.11

Figure 4. Visualizing missingness by treatment and control group plot produced using the vis_miss_treat
function; the function allows users to facet by conditions to present respondent-level visualization of
missingness. Red vertical line marks treatment delivery. This figure demonstrates visualization of a toy
example with immediate posttreatment attrition, where treatment caused attrition.

11Sometimes, researchers may not have to field again to collect the extra covariates they find themselves
needing, if for example it is attainable from a survey company or, as in the case of some elite studies, is
information that is publicly available (Kertzer and Renshon, 2022, 539).
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The next practical step is to investigate whether and what covariates predict
“selection into attrition” – using balance.cov – to achieve MCAR conditional on X
(missing independent of potential outcomes, conditional on a set of observed
covariates, X).12 As opposed to revising the treatment or the study – a “design-
based” approach to reducing attrition – we consider this to be a modeling approach
to account for attrition. If researchers can determine which respondent
demographics (X’s) can be conditioned on to achieve MCARjX, reweighting the
sample can recover the ATE for the sample population (SATE) (Wooldridge 2007).
The weights are based on the likelihood of being observed if respondents have
certain values of the conditioned covariates and are required because the difference-
in-means estimator alone is no longer sufficient to recover the SATE.

Following this, a practical step one might take is to utilize the common
robustness check of framing the treatment effect in the context of the attrition by
estimating bounds around it (in our package under the bounds function13). The
rationale behind a bounds exercise is to impute missing values associated with best-
and worst-case scenarios for the ATE; this will not estimate the ATE for the sample,
but does let you know the range your sample ATE could fall in, which can be useful
(even if it will in practice often include zero if attrition is significant or your
treatment effect is small).

Other approaches to addressing post-treatment attrition are significantly more
resource intensive and involve further sampling. Some of these approaches (e.g.,
Coppock et al. 2017) require planning for double-sampling and are useful if you
anticipate high attrition in advance of fielding. Other approaches do not require
planning to double-sample – one simply re-contacts attriters and increases the
incentives in an effort to convince them to participate – but may present worries
about statistical power (Gomila and Clark 2020). Both of these approaches can
present as more practical in the contexts of panel studies.

The solutions noted above are not mutually exclusive. For example, one might
use balance.cov to find covariates that predict attrition and then use inverse probability
weighting to get closer to MCAR conditional on X and then complement that with
bounds as a hedge or robustness check. Those two approaches are particularly suitable
to use in concert since one – IPW – relies more on model specifications and the other –
bounds – is nonparametric. Another example of combining solutions is to use double
sampling along with bounds (Coppock et al. 2017).

A final option is to consider what estimands are still possible if you cannot
plausibly achieve MCARjX. Even with significant imbalanced attrition (correlated
with potential outcomes), one can technically estimate the ATE among always-
responders (never-attriters). This may be useful if we simply want to have
predictions of real-world interventions (and we just care about what the forecasted
outcome might look like across the sample pool) or because we care only about
outcomes among people who are measured for it. However, a word of caution is in
order since if, like the vast majority of experimentalists, researchers are interested in
estimating a treatment effect in a survey or lab or field experiment, the ATE among

12Practically speaking, whether MCARjX is satisfied is by assumption; researchers will have to rely on
expertise and context to determine if they have found a set of covariates sufficient to achieve this.

13The bounds function draws from the attrition package Coppock (2022).
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always-responders in the presence of significant attrition is likely to be extremely
misleading.

Conclusion
Attrition is an “Achilles heel” (Shadish et al. 1998, 3) of randomized experiments,
threatening if and how researchers can generalize from their data and even their
ability to identify causal effects in the first place. A number of helpful methods have
been developed over the years to address the problems in the analysis stage, notably
re-weighting approaches, bounds and re-contacting attritors. Yet, in a quantitative
literature search, we found that researchers typically ignore the issue, failing to
account for or even report attrition rates in most published studies.

We argued that at least part of the mismatch between the scope of the problem
and the attention paid to it results from lack of usable tools for researchers to diagnose
the types of attrition in their studies. Our contribution was to offer a suite of tools in an
open-sourceR package (attritevis) that allow experimentalists to visualize when attrition
is occurring. The primary outputs of the package are study-level and unit-level “attrition
timelines” of the experiment, enabling researchers to easily answer the critical questions
of whether/where attrition is occurring across treatment arms.

To supplement the tools in attritevis, we provided a set of guidelines for applied
researchers, focusing on where and among whom the attrition occurs and the
implications of the missingness for the estimands we typically desire and the
assumptions required to recover them. Our guide balances post-hoc analytical tools
with advice for revising designs to ameliorate problematic attrition and a battery
of visualization techniques to transparently report attrition. We emphasized the
utility of pilot testing and debriefing – used in tandem with the tools provided in
our package – to diagnose and then preempt attrition: as is always the case with
experiments, the cheapest and most efficient way to fix things is by doing so in
the pilot stage. However, regardless of whether researchers are able to lower
attrition rates or simply account for them statistically ex-post, we hope and
expect the tools we provide to increase the level of transparency surrounding
attrition in experiments.

Supplementary material. To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.
1017/XPS.2023.22
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